
all types 
of surfaces

Create what
you want 
by using the 
latest trends!

D3
paint

Decorating your home, give a personal
touch to summer or party clothing, 
scrapbooking , transform your dinning 
table or a picnic, postcards, and much more.

Tulip offers a range of rich 
colours and finishes to give your
decorating ideas a personal touch .  



• Always wash the fabric beforehand to remove the finish, 
without using a softener.

• Put a protective lining under the fabric to stop the paint 
from seeping through.

• Apply the volume of paint.

• Leave it to dry flat for 24 hours. 
Machine wash at 40° or by hand after 72 hours. 

• Avoid washing in cold water, using bleach, machine drying
and dry cleaning. Iron on the underside. 

On fabricsOn all types 
of surfaces  Tulip adheres to all fabrics. You do not need to set it 

by ironing to make sure it can be washed.

Tulip can be applied to wood, metal, cardboard, paper, 
fabrics, glass, porcelain…giving them substance and 
volume. This paint has a unique texture and can be applied
easily and accurately  

Ironing to
set colour 
is not 
required.

gives substance 
and volume 
to your creations

• Leave to dry for 24 hours.

• To create washes with Tulip, apply 2 or 3 colours with a brush 
or sponge depending on the effect required.. 

• The adherence of Tulip can be increased, particularly on 
zinc or plastic, by applying an initial layer of white acrylic 
paint (white wash).
After drying, apply Tulip directly with the painting 
tool to obtain a 3D volume effect.

• Wait 24 hours before applying 
a protective acrylic varnish.

Clean 
with 
a damp 
cloth.

Permanent, washable glitter 
assortments for creating sparkly clothes 
in a flash. Very easy and quick to make. 

• Wash the fabric without using a softener.  

• Put a protective lining under the fabric 
to prevent the glue from seeping through.  

• Apply the stencil of your choice. 

• Dab the Tulip Glitter Bond (glue) onto 
the stencil using the sponge provided.   

• Scatter the Tulip Fashion Glitter on immediately.  

• Press down the glitter with the flat 
of your hand.

• Remove the excess glitter onto 
a sheet of paper.

• Remove the stencil. 

• Leave it to dry flat for 2 hours. If necessary, wait 72 hours 
before washing it. 

• Wash the fabric inside out (on its own). 
Leave it to dry naturally.

fashion glitter
Paillettes

3 assortments are proposed:



Tulip,
what effect!

An attractive range of pastel and metal
tints. Bright metal reflections!

Ivory Yellow Buttercup Orange Pepper-
mint

Pink Ruby
red

Burgundy Purple Heather

Ice blue Blue Ash
blue

Midnight
blue

Lime
green

Sea mist Green Jade Gun metal Black

Silver

White

Gold Antique
gold

Bronze Copper

Glow-in-the-dark effect.  

Yellow
glow

Orange
glow

Green
glow

Natural
glow

A very "sparkly" effect! Paint including coloured
glitters.

Diamond Lemondrop Orange
twist

Cotton
candy

Flamingo
pink

Sparkling
raspberry

Quartz
pink

Red hot Ruby Sugar
plum

hawaïan
fizz

Blueberry Sour
apple

Emerald Black

Multi Silver Gold Champagne Copper

Expose it to strong
light for a few 
minutes to gain 
a glow in the dark
effect.

5 effects, 80 colours
Colour chart

A high gloss finish even after drying.

White Ivory Yellow Golden
yellow

Coral

Orange Light pink Pink Bright red Deep
red

Bright
violet

Purple Popin purple Lilac Robbin egg’s

Blazin
blue

Teal True Blue Royal blue Lectric
lime

Crab
apple

Pistachio Leaf
green

Brown Black

Fluo 
yellow

Fluo 
Pink

Fluo 
green

A gentle, subtle matt effect.

Snow cap
white

Basic black
matte



ColArt international
5, rue René Panhard / 72 021 Le Mans cedex 02 /

Service consommateurs : 33(0)2 43 83 83 00

They are perfect for decorating
any project with a permanent
design. 5 mm tip. Leave to dry
flat for 12 hours. Machine was-
hable.

felt tip pens
Permanent

Painting tools
1 tool assortment with 3 diffe-
rent shapes are available. A basic
tool which can also be used for
achieving thin, accurate strokes
when using the Glitter effect. 
A large tool. A flat tool for wor-
king in thick and thin strokes. 

3 different strokes

With TULIP Glue you
can produce a comple-
tely transparent col-
lage or crystal-clear
pearls.

Tulipglue

red black blue yellow purple green light blue florescent pink

www.tulip3d.com
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thin                    medium           typographic
(thick and thin)

Great gluing power
All Tulip colours can be used as
glue. Whatever the surface type,
your designs can be accessori-
sed with cabochons, pearls,
oriental mirrors and other orna-
ments….

Good adherence after washing
Affix the accessories securely in
order to ensure they do not fall
off when washed. Apply a large
drop of the paint directly onto
the support, position the orna-
ment and flatten it with the tip
of a pencil to let the paint
spread around and obtain a
smooth edge. Leave to dry for
72 hours before washing.

Tips 
and hints 
for use.
Regular flow
To obtain a regular flow of paint,
position the tube head down ¼
of an hour before use.  Before
starting, practice on a sheet of
paper so that you get used to
handling the bottle: 1 dotted
line, 1 zigzag line, 1 scroll line
and finally your first name. You
are now ready!

For successful application
During the application, always
keep the tip close to the material
for better paint adherence. Main-
tain constant pressure on the
bottle for a regular flow while til-
ting it slightly to the right to ob-
tain the relief effect. Regularly
wipe the tip to prevent excess
paint. Move the bottle more ra-
pidly to obtain finer lines.

Correct your mistakes
As long as the paint is wet, you
can erase a mistake with a cloth
soaked in warm water or alcohol.
Be careful not to damage the co-
lour of some fabrics, practice be-
forehand. Protect the work
surface, Tulip is a permanent
paint.

Storing the products
After opening, the bubble-free
bottle must be stored with the
head down. If necessary, open
the tip with a pin. Otherwise, the
tip can be removed and cleaned
with warm water after use or
changed. 

You can use all of
the Tulip colours to
create a collage of
accessories.

The tool proposed can be
used to obtain fine and accu-
rate details. (if necessary, a
finer tool is available in the
tool assortment for Glitter ef-
fects).


